
INDUSTRIAL VISIT 

Sr.No. Name of Industry  Place Date Co-ordinator Class 

1. Shreem Electronics Jaysinghpur 14/10/2019 Ms . Pawar S.S. 
Ms.Patil  A. A. 

 

S.E.,T.E.,B.E. 

2. HF Flex Vita 30/01/2019 Mrs. Patil A.C. S.E.,T.E.,B.E. 

 

Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering 

Industrial Visit Report 

Industrial Visit : Shreem Electronics 

The department of Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering of Jaywant College of 

Engineering and Management organized a one day industrial visit to Shreem Electronics, 

Jaysinghpur on Monday, 14 October2019. All Third year and Final year students along with two 

faculty members, Ms. Pawar S.S. and Mr. Suryanwanshi S.S. of E&TC department visited to 

Shreem electronics, to understand actual environment of the industry, latest demanding 

technologies. Shreem electronics  provide wide range of medium and high voltage equipments 

like capacitors, MV Switchgear, control & relay panels, lightening arrestors and other measuring 

/ monitoring devices. Shreem also offers turnkey solutions for capacitor banks and substations 

across various voltage classes. 

We reached company at sharp 12:00 pm. The session was delivered in two batches 1:00 

pm to 2:30 pm. and 3:00 to 4:30 pm. The technical head of the Shreem electronics conducted 

very informative sessions to the students. In first session they actually introduced their company 

achieved domestic market leadership in the capacitor / reactive power compensation market and 

has built a strong presence in turnkey project execution for various state electricity utilities..  

In second session, they motivated to the students to select their appropriate domain and area of 

interest. He guided about latest technologies  & increasing demands of the electric energy have 

led to construction of more power plants, substations and transmission lines. But the 



conventional transmission systems are unable to manage the control requirements of the 

complicated interconnections and variable power flow. 

  

. The session was concluded with Question – Answers. All students have given nice response to 

them by asking different questions and all doubts of the students was cleared by the head of the 

Shreem Electronics. At the end of the session, all students were satisfied. So, it was an 

informative, interesting and successful visit.   

 

The Students had a good learning experience in one day and it really benefited them to 

understand the work culture in an organization, create awareness about corporate standards and 

practices and their role as a future technocrat contributing for the development of the nation. It 

helps to students to prepare for their entry to the IT industry. It also helps to bridge the gap 

between industry and academia.  

 

We express our thanks to technical head and team members of Shreem electronics who spent 

their valuable time with us. We also thank to respected Principal and HOD sir who motivate and 

support to arrange such a informative programs. 

Faculty Coordinator 

Ms . Pawar S.S. 

Ms.Patil  A. A. 

 


